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Abstract 

The master degree thesis project, at Halmstad University, was made in cooperation with Hunter 
Fan, one of the leading fan companies on the American market. Hunter Fan has expressed a 
desire to become more successful in Europe which gave birth to this assignment. Hunter Fan 
wanted the team to adapt Hunter’s ceiling fan technology to a ceiling fan for the Scandinavian 
market.  

The design team put together a tailor made design process based on knowledge achieved from 
lectures and literature studies, and experience from working with the design process, to best 
accomplish the assignment. The problem was to re-design a ceiling fan but the team attacked the 
problem like; how to circulate the air in a room to be able to get a more innovative and visionary 
result. 

The team started off with a short initial brainstorming before they moved into the analysis and 
research phase, where they performed a thorough examination about the company, the market, the 
product, the user, lighting, trends etc.  

A survey was composed for both people who own a ceiling fan and people who does not. Most 
survey answers expressed that the light function was a lot more used than the fan function. They 
bought the fan for its functionality but did not think that their fan was particularly aesthetical 
attractive.  

Sketching and idea generation were a great part of the project. A huge amount of ideas and 
concepts were evaluated with several methods and refined to finally result in one concept. 

The final conceptual ceiling fan is really slimmed down and highly inspired by Scandinavian 
design. The final design includes functions, aesthetically aspects, construction issues, light 
technologies etc. The concept also includes a vision for the control system and the logotype for 
marketing the ceiling fan in Scandinavia. 



 

 

 

 

 

Sammanfattning 

Detta examensarbete på magisternivå, vid Halmstad Högskola, är utfört i samarbete med 
amerikanska fläktföretaget Hunter Fan, som har en ledande position på den amerikanska 
marknaden. Hunter Fan har uttryckt en önskan om att bli framgångsrika även på den europeiska 
marknaden, ur denna önskan föddes uppgiften till detta projekt. Företaget vill att projektteamet 
ska implementera Hunter Fans befintliga teknologi i en takfläkt anpassad för den Skandinaviska 
marknaden.  

Designteamet skräddarsydde en egen designprocess för den givna uppgiften. Den framarbetade 
designprocessen grundar sig på erfarenheter och kunskaper från tidigare utförda designprojekt, 
föreläsningar och lektionstillfällen samt litteraturstudier. Uppgiften bestod av att redesigna en 
takfläkt, teamet valde inledningsvis att tackla problemet genom att komma på lösningar för, att 
cirkulera luften i ett rum, detta för att kunna uppnå ett mer innovativt och visionärt resultat. 

Designteamet inledde projektet med en kort brainstorming innan de gick vidare med att utföra en 
grundlig analys och undersökning av bland annat; företaget, marknaden och konkurrenter, 
produkten, användaren, trender samt belysningsalternativ. 

En enkätundersökning sammanställdes både för personer som äger en takfläk och för personer 
som inte gör det i dagsläget. Resultatet från enkätundersökningen visade att belysningsfunktionen 
i takfläkten användes betydligt oftare än själva fläktfunktionen, samt att de flesta köpte sin fläkt 
främst för funktionens skull utan några särskilda krav på fläktens estetiska uttryck. 

Skissning och idegenerering var en stor del av projektet. Ett stort antal idéer och koncept 
genererades, vilka sedan utvärderades och resulterade i ett slutgiltigt koncept. 

Det slutgiltiga konceptuella resultatet består av en kompakt och omsorgsfullt designad takfläkt, 
starkt inspirerad av skandinavisk design. Den slutgiltiga lösningen inkluderar funktioner, estetiska 
aspekter, konstruktion, belysningsteknologi mm. Konceptet innehåller även en vision för hur 
takfläkten med dess belysning kan kontrolleras samt ett enkelt logotypförslag som teamet hoppas 
ska inspirera Hunter Fan inför sin nylansering på den skandinaviska marknaden. 
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1 Introduction 

In our days ceiling fans are looked at as an unnecessary product in Scandinavian home interiors. 
The reason for this is most likely Scandinavia’s geographical placement, far up in the north of 
Europe. The summers are short and not at all as hot as in countries closer to the equator, where 
ceiling fans are a much more important and natural part of the home interiors. It could also be a 
consequence of tradition, Scandinavians aren’t used to the product and do not see an obvious 
need for one. Another possibility could be that there actually aren’t any ceiling fans on the market 
that satisfies Scandinavian people’s desires, needs and demands for their environments and 
homes. This master thesis project is performed in cooperation with Hunter Fan, Memphis, 
Tennessee, US.  

1.1 Thesis at a master program 

To receive a master degree from the Master program; Technical Product and Productiond 
Development, Halmstad University, Sweden, a semester long thesis project needs to be 
completed. The thesis project is a compulsory part of the program and includes 20 University 
points.  

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of the thesis project is to explore and enter more deeply into the subject of Product 
development using the knowledge and experiences obtained during the students 4.5 years 
previous studies at Halmstad University, Sweden, and a semester long exchanges studies abroad 
at Kansas University, Kansas, USA.  

1.3 Objective 

The objective of the thesis project is to design and develop a ceiling fan that is adapted to the 
Scandinavian markets desires, needs, demands both in functions and esthetics. The project will 
include and require several different areas of knowledge that the students have obtained during 
their previous bachelor studies, master studies and exchange studies. The project will include the 
whole product development cycle; brainstorming, ideation sketching, surveys, interviews, 
semantics, ergonomics, refining, construction and CAD, material knowledge and presentation 
layout etc. The students will use a common engineering sense throughout the project and use the 
methods best suitable in each situation to solve or accomplish a certain task. The students will 
perform a background analysis of the company, placement on the market, target groups, users, 
trends etc. This will be used to guide them through the decision making and later on backup their 
final results.  

The final concept will be presented with presentation sketches and a full scale prototype. The goal 
is that the prototype will be manufactured by a manufacturer in China that Hunter Fans have been 
working with before. The prototype will be shipped overseas in time for the final presentation. 
The final presentation will include an oral presentation, written technical report, process book and 
an exhibition where the students will show the final prototype.  
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1.4 Organizational environment  

This thesis project is performed by the students Anna Eliasson and Martina Westman as a part of 
their Master’s Program, Technical Product- and Production Development (TPP) at Halmstad 
University in Halmstad, Sweden. The project is performed in cooperation with the American fan 
company Hunter Fan. The students will be supervised by Hans Skillius, Industrial designer and 
former design instructor at Halmstad University. Lance Rake, Industrial designer and Professor in 
design at Kansas University, and Lars Eriksson, Industrial designer MFA and design professor at 
Jönköpings University, will be advising throughout the design process. The students have mainly 
worked in the premises of Halmstad University and the library downtown Halmstad. 

1.5 The Company – The Hunter Story 

Hunter Fan is located in Memphis, Tennessee, USA. The 
company was founded in the end of the 19th-century by the father 
and son team John and James Hunter. They created their first 
ceiling fan in 1886, long before there was either widespread 
electricity or air conditioning. The first Hunter fans were actually 
driven by water. Shortly after the Hunter family introduced their 
first electrically powered ceiling fan, which actually was one of the 
first products designed to run on electricity.  
 
Nowadays Hunter is one of Americas fastest growing home 
comfort companies. They want their products to be known for their 
technological innovation and extraordinarily high quality. Hunter 
Fan has a wide assortment of products; ceiling fans, portable fans, 
air purifiers, humidifiers, thermostats and vaporizers.   
 
They sell a lot of their products in the US, but they also export a 
lot to Africa, India and the Far East.  

1.6 Scenario 

Today Hunter Fan’s main clientele is the American market but Hunter Fan has expressed a desire 
to expand into the Scandinavian market in a soon future. Through the years Scandinavian design 
has established a good reputation, for its simplicity and functionality, all around the globe. Hunter 
Fan is confident that if they could use Scandinavian design to create a collection that is successful 
on the Scandinavian market and later on introduce the same collection to the American market. It 
could be a win-win situation; they would take more market shares on the European market at the 
same time as they might reach a new target group in America. This situation gave birth to this 
thesis project.    

1.7 Problem Statement 

Conceptual re-design of a ceiling fan for the Scandinavian market. Technological specifications 
and aspects from Hunter Fan will be used as guidelines during the design process.  

Figure 1.1. Hunters’ founders. 
(www.hunterfan.com) 
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1.8 Delimitation 

The assignment is to come up with a re-design of a ceiling fan that is developed especially for the 
Scandinavian market. The final design needs to contain certain given components and own 
certain measurements. Hunter Fan has long experience with ceiling fans and their own methods 
for how to put together a ceiling fan and make appropriate and reliable calculations needed to 
produce a high quality ceiling fan. Therefore they want to use their own knowledge and methods 
for the final calculations and adjustments before production. For that reason this project will only 
be on a conceptual level. A common engineering sense will be used in construction factors; loads, 
stresses and tensions in the design. The main purpose of the final drawings will be to produce a 
prototype. Hunter Fan will make adjustments required for production. The prototype will be 
manufactured by Hunter Fan’s suppliers in China and be shipped overseas in time for the final 
exhibition. If the prototype won’t be done in time the students have to consider manufacture it 
themselves or at a local prototype company.  
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2 Theory 

2.1 Design 

Design is a Latin word and in English it means manufacture, produce. 
Behind every product designed there is a thought, meaning and function. Design can be looked at 
in many different ways, but when it all comes down to it, it’s all about solving a certain problem. 
 
A good product is according to Professor Bo Löfgren:  
“A good product should be easy to use and understand how it works. It should have a long 
lifetime, adapted to the human body, environmental friendly, economical to produce, and last but 
not least, easy to the eye.”        

 Design och produktutveckling, 2002 
 
 
”Design is a process of developing purposeful and innovative solutions that embodies functional 
and aesthetic demands based on the needs of the intended user. Design is applied in the 
development of goods, services, processes, messages and environments.”          

SVID’s definition of design  
 
2.1.1 Re-design 

Most design problems are redesign problems since they are based on prior, similar solutions. The 
opposite to redesign is design problems that are original, they contain something new that makes 
prior solutions insufficient. Redesign is the modification of an existing product to meet new 
requirements. The desire to change the product is often market-driven. The costumers have 
different desires and demands like a new model, include new technology, fix a problem with the 
existing product, simplify manufacturing, take advantage of new materials, attract new customers 
etc. Not only highly technical or advanced products are redesigned. Also many products that 
there is little more to learn about and has remained virtually unchanged over many years, mature 
designs like; pencil sharpeners and hole punches, are redesigned (Ullman, 2003). 

 

2.2 Ullmans’ theory   

David G. Ullman is an active product designer, who has been teaching, researching and writing 
about design for more than twenty-five years. The problem trying to explain how to solve a 
design problem to his students gave David G. Ullman the idea to start study the design process, 
and later on forming his own theory for solving a design problem and help the engineer design 
quality products. He soon made 4 basic conclusions:  
 

� The only way to learn design is to do design. 
� Engineering design includes three types of knowledge; to generate ideas, to evaluate 

ideas, to structure the design process. (The ability to generate ideas is a natural gift, but it 
also comes from experience. To ability to evaluate ideas comes from partly from 
experience but also from formal training, this is a focus for a lot of engineering 
educations. )   

� A design process can be learned if there is enough ability and experience to generate 
ideas and enough experience and training to evaluate them. 
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� A design process can’t be learned in only an academic environment, an industrial reality 
environment also needs to be a big part during the learning of the design process.  

 
The design process is different in every case, however we can show a diagram over activities that 
must be accomplished in all projects. Before designing a product a need for the product must be 
established. The markets demand or developments of a product without the markets demand are 
the two sources for a design project. Of the new product design about 80% is market driven. 
There is no way to pay for the product costs (design and manufacturing) without a customer. 
Understanding the user/market is the most important factor in a design problem.  
 
“Design is a process not just building hardware.”  - Tim Carver, OSU student 2000. 
 
“Quality cannot be manufactured or inspected into a product; it must be designed into it.” David 
G. Ullman. 
 
The mechanical design process involves 5 stages. The first phase is Project definition and 
planning during this stage the design team is set up, the task developed, the market being 
researched, a time schedule and project plan being worked out. If the projects gets approved the 
team continues into phase number two Specification definition, in this stage the market and 
competition are researched, a technical specifications are being generated and the, needs and 
demands are established. The user/target group is set. When these two stages have been worked 
through the team moves in to the Conceptual design, they start to generate concepts, evaluate the 
concepts, making concept decisions, document and communicate and refines the plan. If the 
conceptual design gets an approval the work continues into Product development if not it needs to 
be refined. In the Product development a product is generated. The product is evaluated in 
performance and robustness, cost and production. Product decisions are being made, the product 
is documented with BOM (bill of materials) and drawings a decision is made weather the product 
is ready for production or needs continuously refining. After the product is put into production the 
designers work can continue in Product support. In Product support the design engineer is 
involved in, supporting vendors, maintain engineering changes, support customers, support 
manufacturing and assembly and how to retire the product (the products after life). 
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2.2.1 The products after life 

The last phase in Ullman’s Design Process handles the products after life. In the 1980´s designers 
started to worry more about the products retirement, due to the increased concern for the 
environment, earlier they mostly focused on the time the product was in use. During the 1990s 
some countries established laws, which make the manufacturer responsible for the product even 
after its use. This can be made through collecting, reusing, recycling the product after use 
(Ullman, 2003). 

Figure 2.1. The Mechanical Design Process (Ullman, 2003). 
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2.2.2 Design for the environment 

Green design, environmentally conscious design, life-cycle design or design for recyclability, 
there are many expressions for designing for the environment. But they all pretty much involves 
the same kind of thinking, to be concerned of what resources that is taken from the earth or 
biosphere to produce a product and what comes out and are given back to nature, throughout the 
design process. After a product can be used, its components can take three different ways; 
disposal, reusing or recycling. Most products end up disposed. However, more and more 
industries are trying to design to be able to reuse or recycle parts from their products. To evaluate 
products “greenness” there is 4 guidelines. The first one, be aware of the environmental effects of 
the materials used in products. Every step in the design process requires energy, produces waste 
products and depletes resources. It would not be realistic to expect the designer to have 
knowledge about the environmental effect of every component in every product. But it is 
important for the designer to have knowledge about the materials used in a product that has a 
great effect on the environment.  The second guideline, design the product with high separability, 
each product should be easy to pick apart. This can easily be done through using fewer 
components and fasteners. It can also help to, avoid laminating, make fasteners accessible, and 
use adhesives that are soluble with water and use these sparsely, and make it easy to remove 
electrical wiring. The third guideline, design components that can be reused and be recycled, 
speaks pretty much for itself. But the goal is to use only recyclable materials. It is also important 
to separate the components in the design and identify exactly what materials they are made from, 
this can easily be done through marking the materials with standard symbols. This can help to 

Figure 2.2. The life of a product (Ullman, 2003). 
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shorten the identification process. The forth guideline, be aware of the environmental effects of 
the material not reused or recycled. Of the solid waste in landfills 18% is plastic and 14% is 
metal. These material are actually recyclable, this is such a waste. A product should at least 
always be degradable. A designer should always be aware of how long time it takes for the 
material to be degraded and how big part of the product that is degradable (Ullman, 2003). 

“Design for the environment emphasizes concern for energy, pollution, and resource 
conservation in processing raw materials for products. It also emphasizes concern for recycling, 
reuse, or disposal of the product after its useful life is over.” (Ullman, 2003) 

2.3 SVIDs’ theory 

SVID - Swedish Industrial Design Foundation is working to increase companies, organizations 
and public sectors awareness of the importance design as a competitive tool and to encourage the 
integration of design methodology into their activities.  
 
SVID was founded in 1989 by a number of organizations within design and technology. At the 
time of its foundation, SVID's focus was on industrial design: hence the name. Today, SVID 
works along the lines of a much broader spectrum to demonstrate design as a force for 
development for the private and public sectors. Its target groups include industry and commerce, 
local government, designers, universities and colleges (www.SVID.se). 
 
 
2.3.1 SVID - The Design process  

The design process is a method of applying design in product development. It is part of the 
company's entire development process and is used to achieve successful and creative results. The 
design process can be applied to many different areas and projects that concerns processes, 
messages, goods, services or environments. (SVID.se) 
 
Most design organizations have their own descriptions for working with the design process, but 
they are very similar. The design process often varies from project to project and designer to 
designer. SVID has identified six stages in the design process. Following is an extract from the 
design process dictated by SVID: 
 

Points of departure and assumptions 
design concerns everyone and everything and is a powerful tool developing a product. 
Technological, financial and personal resources and time aspects are basic elements that must be 
defined before work can commence.  

User studies  
a need and functionality analysis is carried out and a series of talks and tests with the users 
concerned. It is also advisable to make contact with the networks involved. All this information is 
to be analyzed ahead of the work yet to be done.  
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Concept and visualization  
from the platform of the previous two stages, concept proposals are developed. These are then 
presented and tested from a production and marketing perspective with cooperation of other 
specialists. 

Evaluation and concept selection  
the proposals are evaluated using a series of methods. Different proposals are matched up against 
each other and one or more are selected for further development. Presentations are prepared. 

Fine-tuning and implementation  
the selected proposals are refined further. The final 
proposal is presented, tested and evaluated. This 
requires the engagement and help of other specialists. 
Once any potential problems have been ironed out, the 
production process can begin. 

Follow-up and evaluation  
after production start; all parameters are evaluated to 
optimize future improvements. The follow-up phase 
also includes fresh user studies and tests. This is done 
in order to promote the advantages of the design 
efforts. (Reference: SVID 2007) Figure 2.3.  SVIDs design process 

(www.svid.se). 
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3 Methodology  

Since there are as many design processes while working with design projects as there are 
designers the team has decided to use a method developed and tailor made for this specific 
assignment. The method is a compilation of different methods suitable for the assignment that the 
team has been given and they are comfortable working with. The method is based on knowledge 
and experience that has been achieved from lectures, books and working with companies in 
design projects, during their education at Halmstad University and an extra semester Industrial 
Design studies at Kansas University, USA. 

3.1 Our Design Process 

3.1.1  Start/Assignment 

In the beginning of a project a project team is formed and a task is assigned. The assignment can 
either be assigned by a company or formulated by the team itself. With the assignment as a base 
the team formulates a project statement and makes a time schedule (for example a Gantt 
schedule) that covers the whole project from the very beginning to the end of the project. The 
assignment should be given to the project team together with a technical specification. If the 
company doesn’t provide the team with one, the team has to put one together themselves, if this is 
the case the technical specification still needs to be approved and signed by the company.  
 
 
Initial short brainstorming 

Before too much realistic input has been 
obtained, a short and unlimited brainstorming 
can be in place. In this stage the task is 
formulated in really loose way to promote 
innovative and creative solutions (Kenneth 
Österlin, 2003). For example; if you are about 
to design a lamp, a broader way to think of the 
problem is; how to light up a room, instead of; 
design a lamp. The objective is to let the mind 
loose and not get stuck in old and realistic 
patterns. All ideas are welcomed; the most 
unrealistic and crazy idea can during the 
process be transformed into a brilliant and 
innovative result. This way the result can be 
much more visionary and progressive than if 

this open minded phase was discarded. Too much 
realistic input to early in the process can work as 
big obstacle in the creativ e thinking. 

Figure 3.1. Vision diagram (Ericsson, 2004). 
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3.1.2 Analysis & Research 
In this phase an analysis of the existing product/-s or the current situation is carried out depending 
on weather the task involves a redesign or a new design. The team sits down and investigates 
what demands, needs and desires the product/-s/ or the situations requires and documents this in a 
Functional Analysis (FA). The FA is a living document and therefore needs to be updated 
continuously during the design process (Landqvist, 2001). A thorough background check is 
performed; products, core values, placement on the market, competition, design language, vision, 
strategy, target groups, users, scenarios, are taken under consideration. When the team has a clear 
view of the company today, they start to formulate a vision for the company, where they believe 
that the company needs to be in the future, and a strategy, a plan for the best way for the company 
to get there. The strategy can involve developed core values, improved design language, new 
users, extensive target groups, a new way of marketing etc. This information is presented in the 
best suitable way for each assignment. Usually in a combination of media; text, diagrams, 
illustrations, images, film etc. 
 
Image board 

Image board is an excellent tool to show off a style or feel of something and to show the direction 
of the development in a long-term perspective. A picture says more than thousand words and we 
all have an extraordinary capacity to get a great amount of information out of one single picture. 
When developing a product or a service it is important that all people involved have the same 
view of the image and style that is striven for (Rundquist & Grönevall, 2004). We have used this 
tool a lot during our education. We are confident with using image boards and our experience of 
the method is that it is very helpful when cooperating with companies. Since images create 
associations that are very similar to different people it is a clear and helpful method that prevents 
misunderstandings. 

3.1.3 Concepts & Visualization 

This phase starts off with a brainstorming about different solutions to the given task. At the initial 
state of this phase the team is trying not to be too limited by the information from the two 
previous phases. It can be good to involve people from outside the design team to get a bigger 
variety of ideas. The brainstorming is documented with thumbnail sketches, words, text, images 
etc. The deeper into this phase the team get the greater consideration is taken to the previous two 
phases. The result is concepts that solve the given assignment. The concepts can be tested and 
presented with sketches, 2D-models, mock-ups etc. There is no rule for how to present an idea as 
long as it appears attractive and understandable to the client.  
 
3.1.4 Evaluation and concept selection 

It would take too much time to refine all concepts from the previous phase, decisions needs to be 
made and the concepts limited down. This is done with research, analysis, function analysis and 
technical specification as a base. Different selection matrixes can be used to evaluate the different 
concepts; Boston matrix, plus&minus matrix, morphological matrix etc. The concepts that have 
the best potential and that the team should continue working on can also be decided through 
discussion within the team, together with guests that have good knowledge about the product, 
with the company that has given the task, possible future customers etc. Different compositions 
discussion groups can be variously successful depending on the project. It´s always important to 
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chose the selection type best suited for the project in question. But the FA and the Technical 
specification are always taken under consideration as an important part of the decision making.  
 
3.1.5 Refining and realization 

When there is just a couple of concept left in the process it´s time to start developing and refining 
them further. The final refined concept/-s are presented with presentation sketches, made by hand 
and in the computer, 3D-models, CAD-models, renderings, technical drawings, prototypes. It all 
depends on to what level the project is required to be taken. The assigner is presented with the 
final results. After the presentation it’s up to the assigner/company how they want to proceed. If 
they; want to proceed working with the concepts, need more information from the team, want 
people from their own company to do adjustments to make the concepts ready for production. 
 
3.1.6 Follow-up and evaluation 

In case the product is taken into production it is really instructive for the team to do some follow 
up research, to be able to make improvements in the actual project/product in the future and to 
learn from their own process. What is successful and what is not. What effects comes from a 
certain decision or action.  

 

 

Enviromental thinking 

Design for the environment 

The team should throughout the design process consider the environmental effects of their 
decisions and be aware of the environmental effects of the materials used in the final solution. 
The products after life should be taken under consideration as well.

Figure3.2. Our design  process  
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4 The Design process / Method 

4.1 Start/Task 

The assignment was given to the students during their exchange semester, fall 2006, at Kansas 
University, KS, USA. In the beginning of 2007 the project team was formed. The participants of 
the team are Anna Eliasson and Martina Westman.  Hunter Fan is one of the leading ceiling fan 
companies in the United States. Hunter Fan gave the team the assignment to re-design a ceiling 
fan adapted to the Scandinavian market. The team formulated the problem statement;  

Conceptual re-design of a ceiling fan for the Scandinavian market. Technological specifications 
and aspects from Hunter Fan will be used as guidelines during the design process.  

4.1.1 Project plan 

A Gantt schedule (Appendix 1) was set up, covering the full time period of the thesis project. 
Hunter Fan did not provide the team with a Technical specification, therefore the team had to 
draw up one themselves and later on get the document approved and signed by the company. The 
team also put together a budget for estimated costs during the project. 

4.1.2 Technical specification 

A lot of time and money can be wasted designing the wrong product due to poor product 
definition. The technical specification (Appendix 2) is carried out mainly to get the design team 
understand the design problem which is a basic condition for further successful work (Ullman, 
1997).  

The technical specification works as both an objective for the development and a key when 
evaluating. So it works in two ways; as a guideline and a quality control (Österlin, 2003). 

Areas that are examined in the technical specification are conditions and objectives for the 
product that is about to be developed. The market situation works as a guideline and demands for 
fulfill the market needs and desires are defined. What are the demands and desires from the 
costumers and how do we differ from the competitors due to functions, form language and 
ergonomics? Are manufacture method or choice of material set as a result of the factory being 
used? There are a couple of phases in a products life that needs to be thought trough; 
construction, manufacturing, marketing, distribution, assembly, using, service, discarding and 
recycling. What are the factors that the product is going to handle and how is it used. Are there 
any problems or risks? (Österlin, 2003) 

The areas that are handled in the Technical Specification are; functions, strength, materials, 
economics, environment, production and documentation.  

4.1.3 Initial brainstorming 

In the beginning of the project the design team started up with a quick and wild brainstorming 
before they got to have any knowledge at all about the subject. The assignment was to re-design a 
ceiling fan for the Scandinavian market but to brainstorm about a solution for a problem this 
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narrow would be to limit ourselves in this early stage and risk to end up with a product as isn’t 
that visionary and innovative as it could be. In the initial phase it would be narrow-minded and a 
waste of knowledge and experiences, therefore we decided to attack the problem in a wider point 
of view; how to circulate the air in a room.  

4.2 Analyze & Research 

4.2.1 Functional Analysis 

To achieve an innovative and well satisfied result a Function Analysis (Appendix 3) was put 
together. The Functionality Analysis is good for its quick, simple and systematic way of 
documenting all desires, needs and demands of a product. It’s a concentrated summary of all 
knowledge about the product and it has many purposes. Primary it works as a guideline and 
assures that nothing is forgotten. It’s also a living document that should be updated through out 
the project (Landqvist, 2001). 

4.2.2 Analysis of the company Hunter Fan 

Shortly after the creative brainstorming we started to analyze the company Hunter Fans. We 
entered more deeply into Hunter Fan’s long and impressing history and their steady development 
to one of today’s leading position on the American market. Aspects that today are used as core 
values at Hunter Fan are; technological innovations and extraordinarily high quality. Hunter’s 
product range is massive and mainly concentrated to the American market. Their main target 
group is American home owners, who are financially secure and interested in home improvement. 
Their products are divided into different interior styles; contemporary, old world, traditional, 
transitional and tropical. They also have a special range of ceiling fans made for small rooms 
(Appendix 4). 

4.2.3 Benchmarking 

According to Ullman (2003) it is important to investigate and be aware of the market and the 
competing companies. A benchmarking (Appendix 5) was carried through to explore the ceiling 
fan market world wide. At first we looked at all kinds of ceiling fans from companies all over the 
world. When coming to the point where to classify and sort all different styles and constructions 
we primary looked closer to Hunters main competitors, listed to the left, and sorted them after 
how progressive and innovative we found their products. The bottom line is from unknown 
brands. A diagram of Hunter Fan’s placement on the market today in relation to their main 
competitors was assembled (Appendix 6). We investigated where Hunter could gain market 
shares with a Scandinavian design. To easier compare the two situations we made a diagram that 
show our vision for Hunter Fan’s placement on the market in the future. 

4.2.4 Core values 

To apply Hunters core into our solution for the Scandinavian market we decided to dive deeper 
into the core of what distinguishes Scandinavian design. This could seem like the simplest thing, 
it was not. Since we are Scandinavians ourselves, it is easy to take the understanding of 
Scandinavian design for granted. We are born and raised with it and without “really” knowing it 
it´s also reflected in the designs that we are creating. Actually, during our stay in Kansas in the 
US, we got to hear things like “can’t you girls design something that ISN’T Scandinavian?” 
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Therefore it is interesting to put on a pair of inspecting glasses and look at Scandinavian design 
from a different perspective, to get a deeper understanding of what actually distinguishes 
Scandinavian design. What is Scandinavian design and how is it applied in different homes in 
Scandinavia? This is what we are going to find out next. 
 
Scandinavian products have a leading position among many highly innovative products on the 
market today. Scandinavia is well known for its simple and functional design. Scandinavia 
produces everything from cars, furniture, clothes to cell phones in a really successful way. The 
winning concept is to create products adapted for the user, products that are both easy to 
understand and use (www.svid.se). Scandinavian products tends to have a tradition of being well 
thought through, executed with the best of craftsmanship and technology to provide the world 
with products of the highest quality.  
 
Common for all Scandinavian design is its simplicity, functionality and quality throughout the 
products. This could be looked at as the core itself in Scandinavian design. Later on we chose 
these three as our main core values together with innovation. Technical innovation is one of 
Hunter’s current core values and since Scandinavian design is in the forefront, when talking about 
design and developing technical products,  it felt like a logical choice to add innovation to the 
earlier tree Scandinavian core values. 
 

Simplicity  

Functional  

Innovation  

Quality 

 
To make the values even more clear we entered deeper into the meaning of each word with 
Scandinavian design as emphasis. We explored the words and what different meanings they could 
include and still express Scandinavian design. We developed each one of them further to make 
them work together and express the desired Scandinavian style and feel.  
 
Simplicity  

We started off with simplicity. Simplicity is all about making things simple; when you make 
things simple they are not complicated. Another way to look at simplicity can be that there are 
actually just a few components involved, when you see simple this way, it all of a sudden turned 
into minimalism. A stone is simple, a stone is a piece of nature, there is no conservatives added, 
both the shape and the thought of just the stone are really beautiful and minimalistic. Clarity and 
purity are two words that are easily associated with; ocean fog, forest mist and morning dew and 
are commonly experienced in Scandinavian nature. They all provide the spectator with a relaxed 
and clear state of mind. 
 
 

main core  
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Functionality  

The functionalism became really popular in the beginning of the 1930’s. When something is 
functional it doesn’t own any extra shapes or complications. The whole existents becomes really 
obvious. When a thing or a situation is functional every part has a certain purpose and is useful. 
When every part is used successfully to its maximum it is also really efficient. Something 
functional would never be created without a demand, need or purpose.  
 
Innovation 

The word innovation could be explained as a continuously strive forward. The trip is to improve 
existing objects/situations, but the wish is to not stop there. The objective is to be without limits, 
unlimited, to be edgy and not afraid, this is to be progressive. The vision continues into the future, 
the wish is that the futures solutions should be here today. The vision is futuristic. 
 
Genuine 

Something that is really real we would call genuine. When the thing is made over and over again, 
the process owns a tradition. With tradition the knowledge about making a thing increases. With 
excellent knowledge and long experience the trust for an object increases. When the object turns 
out and work as it is should and displays impeccable and skilful craftsmanship, we are talking 
about real quality. Genuineness, quality and tradition work together in one unity. 
 

Simplicity – purity, minimalism, clarity  

Functional – efficient, useful  

Innovation – progressive, futuristic, unlimited  

Genuine – unity, quality, tradition 

 
 

developed  

core 

Figure 4.1. Scandinavian core values (image board) 
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4.2.5 Target group 

One of the first steps to do when working with understanding the design problem is to identify the 
user of the product. This step serves as a basis to generate concepts and solutions while having 
the knowledge of what needs to be designed (Ullman, 2001).  
 
We were inspired by Hunter’s way of dividing their target groups by home interior style and 
thought that the Scandinavian target group could be divided in the same manner. We decided to 
divide the Scandinavian homes into three groups; traditional, exclusive and trendy. These groups 
are created after the styles that the people who live in these homes like. The people aren´t divided 
by sex, marital status, education or age because those are not relevant factors when a 
Scandinavian person chooses his or her interiors. Instead we decided to divide the people by their 
taste and lifestyle as well as their special needs and demands. In common for the three types of 
homes that we are going to walk you through are that the people who lives in them also own 
them, are financially secure and enjoy home improvement. To make the selection even more clear 
and to avoid misunderstandings and provide a more secure and successful result we also took out 
some typical personas for our three homes as well as some examples of the typical exteriors and 
environment. 
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Traditional home 

The traditional home symbolizes the classical 
Scandinavian home. This type of Scandinavian 
home owner prefers natural materials and they 
are very careful when putting together their 
calm and relaxed interior. This is a home with a 
genuine feel to it, welcoming and perfect to 
grow old in. The interior is a beautiful mix of 
high quality handcrafts and highly innovative 
technical products. 
 
In this kind of home you can find people who 
are attracted to a natural and harmonious 
lifestyle filled with love, caring, joy and 
solidarity. 
 
They choose to live in an apartment or house 
located close to nature. Either out on the 
countryside or if they live in a city they still 
choose to live close to a lake, the ocean or the 
woods. 
 

 

Figure 4.2. Traditional home. 

Figure 4.3. Traditional hom, personas. 

Figure 4.4. Traditional home,  exterior. 
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Exclusive home 
In this kind of Scandinavian home the owner 
likes simplistic and functional design together 
with a glimpse of luxury. They use high quality 
material throughout their home and are more 
than willing to pay those extra kronors for the 
best that is out there. The luxurious feel is 
created by their choice of material, pattern and 
finish. Gold, chrome, leather, dark and shiny 
woods, “medallion” wallpaper is often used in a 
home like this. These people like big, sleek and 
glossy surfaces and furnish in a really 
minimalistic way with few carefully chosen 
pieces. They choose a limited color palette and 
sticks to this throughout their home. 

The people living is this kind of exclusive home 
are active people who works a lot and loves and 
does a lot of travelling, both in their work and 
on their spare time. They are always on the run 
and have a desire to be close to fancy shops, 
clubs, restaurants, where they catch up with 
their close friends. 

Their home is probably located in an expensive neighborhood in a bigger city or in the close 
suburbs to one. A luxurious villa or high standard apartment is the obvious choice for this group. . 

Figure 4.5. Exclusive  home, style. 

Figure 4.7. Luxurious home, exterior. 

Figure 4.6.Exclusives home, personas 
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Trendy home 

The third home belongs to people who are not 
afraid and are always changing. These people 
like simple, functional and new design. These 
home owners are not afraid to use bright colors, 
glossy surfaces or new materials. They like 
everything from plastic to wood and metal, 
natural or painted. They have a great sense for 
what’s new and trendy and redecorate in their 
home a lot. They have furnished with a based of 
furniture that they easily can change the feel of 
by adding or exchanging pieces whenever they 
desire. They have a big interest in design in 
general and they shop all over the place, from 
IKEA to high end stores. They do not care about 
the prize as long as it is the latest. They mix 
different decades and styles, as long as it´s 
simple, smart, fun, functional and personal! 

These people have an open mind to new 
influences; they are an active and creative 
group. This group have a big interest for new trends and inventions, They are young and lively 
and have a big interest in follow or create trends and are always looking for great experiences. 
They live a colorful life with a lot of travelling, music, fashion, hanging out with friends and 
crazy nights out on the town. 
 
This group tends to live close to where things are going on. Therefore they prefer to live in a city. 
Big or small, either way, they choose to live in an apartment or smaller house in the “funky” part 
of town. 

  Figure 4.9. Trendy home, personas. 

Figure 4.8. Trendy home, style. 

Figure 4.10. Trendy home, exterior. 
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Figure. 4.11. Todays trends 

 

4.2.6 Trend analysis 

We’ve done research about 
today’s trends in Scandinavia. 
Our visit to the Stockholm 
Furniture Fair 2007 was a great 
part of this research. We also 
found a lot of current trends in 
magazines, on the internet and 
light and furniture stores. This 
board shows today’s trends in 
interior design in Scandinavia. 
We used this as a guide and 
inspiration throughout the design 
process. 
 
At the Stockholm Furniture Fair 
the most significant trends that 
the team could not avoid take 
notice of the very limited color 
palette that was diligent used in 
all exhibition halls; white and 
black, and red as the eye-catching 
and brave color. Over 
dimensioned lightings and 
furniture’s were also big coming  
trends in the year of 2007. The  
easiest way to get a quick 
impression of today’s trends is 
to observe the image board. 
 

Today, media is pushing extra hard to awaken the environmental debate and our environmental 
awareness, a lot due to the more noticeable effects of global heating. Therefore environmental 
friendly design is also becoming more and more popular. 
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Figure 4.13. Adjust fan to room size. (www.hunterfan.com) 

 
4.2.7 Assembly of a Hunter ceiling fan 

To be able to understand and achieve a deeper knowledge about the functions and structure, a 
ceiling fan was send over to the design team from the company to disassemble. The ceiling fan 
sent over was the Valhalla model, actually inspired by Scandinavia and its honorable history. The 
outcome and experience were mainly obtained during the actual disassembly of the ceiling fan. 
The courses of events were also documented with pictures. 

 

4.2.8 Ceiling fan facts 

A ceiling fan does not only has to look nice it also has to run quiet and move sufficient air to be 
satisfying to the user. One of the keys to proper air movement is blade pitch, the angle of the 
blade. Hunter is using a pitch of 12-15 degrees. The greater the pitch the larger and more 
powerful motor is needed.  Reduced blade surface area means reduced air movement. Also, 
Hunter generally abides by the rule that there 
should be at least 210 mm from the ceiling to 
the top edge of the blade. For maximum 
performance and efficiency there are certain 
recommended fan sizes for different room 
sizes. For example a living room of 20 
square meters requires a ceiling fan of 1 
meter in diameter (Reference; James Burns 
& Janell Canerday, Hunter Fan). 

There are also a number of effects that are undesired. Poor engineering design, a lack of precision 
manufacturing etc are factors that could cause an electrical humming when the fan is running. 
There are also a number of factors that can produce fan wobble and stability problems; too long 
motor shaft lengths, defective material, absorbed moisture and warp, bad balanced blades, variety 
of blade pitch, poorly manufactured motors etc. (www.hunterfan.com). 

Figure 4.12. Analysis of ceiling fan 
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4.2.9 Survey  

To investigate Scandinavian user’s attitudes towards ceiling fans the team put together a survey 
(Appendix 7 and Appendix 8). The survey was distributed by e-mail to both people who owns 
ceiling fans today and people who don’t. The team was hoping to find out Scandinavians view of 
ceiling fans and find out how commonly used ceiling fans actually are in Scandinavian homes 
today and also to find out the background of the existing situation. 

 Functions 

From the people that possess a ceiling fan today the team wanted to find out things like; what it is 
used for (warm/cold), how functional the owner find it, if the fan has an integrated light to it, how 
much they are using their fan, what brand they have and if the brand had any importance when 
they were buying the fan, how they were thinking when they were buying it, how much they paid 
for it and how much they would be willing to pay for a ceiling fan today etc. 

In the general survey people were asked questions like; what would make them buy a ceiling fan, 
what would they expect from a ceiling fan and if they had any special desires or demands  if they 
were about to invest in a ceiling fan. The team also wanted to find out what the two groups 
believe distinguishes Scandinavian design. 

Look 

The team also wanted to get an understanding of what Scandinavians think about the ceiling fans 
that is out on the market today. Both concerning functions and design language. A sheet with all 
kinds of existing ceiling fans was presented to about 30 people and they were asked to rate the 
existing ceiling fans after what they found most attractive and what they found the most 
unattractive (Appendix 9 and Appendix 10). 

4.2.10 Results from survey 

Fan owners 

The most of the fan owners had either got to own the ceiling fan since it already was placed in the 
apartment they moved into or they bought it a long time ago. Some people just use it when it’s 
warm in the summer; others use it in the winter too to spread the heat in the room, especially if 
they own a fireplace. When they are not using the fan function they still use the light function. In 
some fans the light is really bad. Many fan owners think that the fan function of the ceiling fan is 
good, but the light function is really bad and doesn’t really provide a satisfying light. They do not 
like the look of the fans at all. The brand of the fan isn’t really that important to any of the 
owners, what’s more important is that it provides a good cooling system and a good light. They 
are willing to pay between 500-2000sek ($70-290) for a good fan. The fans that they own today 
looks a lot like A (on the survey sheet H) and if they would buy a new one it would look more 
like K. 
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General folks 

In general people found the more simple fans the most attractive, like R, F, D, A, L, M, N. But 
they all agreed on that the most important thing was that the fan was suitable for the room where 
it should be placed in. The fans that they liked the least were A, B, I and O. The reason for buying 
a fan would be to circulate the air in a room, extreme heat, if it became a trend, if they were living 
abroad, to have in an outdoor room or if it was really cheap. In general people wanted a simple, 
minimalistic, functional fan that doesn’t catch to much attention. They would like it to be quiet, 
efficient, provide a comfortable/good light, have a dim function, a remote control and don’t steer 
up to much dust. 

Scandinavian design 

One part of the survey was to see what Scandinavians themselves think distinguish Scandinavian 
design. According to this survey they think Scandinavian design is; functional, simple, practical, 
clean, give a sense of ease, soft shapes, timeless, natural, modern, smart solutions, stylish, classy, 
easy to clean etc. Materials used are often; wood, metal, glass, wool, fabrics, stone, concrete etc. 
and the characteristics of the materials are; natural, thin, transparent, shiny, sleek etc. A daring 
combination of minimalism, beauty and innovation is typical for Scandinavian design. 

Conclusion of the survey result 

From the survey we could make the conclusions that the function in the ceiling fan that the users 
appreciate the most is the light function. A lot of people use only the fans light function all year. 
Most users wanted a really easy to maneuver fan with a minimalistic design language, they did 
not want the fan to catch any unnecessary attention at all in the room. A typical need and desire 
was a remote control, so that the user could control the fan even from the couch. A dim function 
for the light was also a desired function of the fan.  
 
4.2.11 Interviews 

Technical aspects and safety 

When it was time to start refining our concepts we decided to contact a Senior Teacher (lecturer) 
Lars G Johansson in Mechanical Engineering at Halmstad University to discuss technical 
solutions and aspects in our concepts. Subjects to discuss was set up, we wanted to assure aspects 
like; placement of motor, airflow around the engine to prevent overheating, transmitting of 
force/power from motor and other safety issues.  

The result of the meeting: 

According to LG Johansson at least 1.5 cm free air is needed around the motor, between the 
engine and the sheet metal cover, on all sides of the motor to prevent overheating. Ventilation 
holes in the shell will probably also be necessary to keep the motor cool enough.  

LG thought that the motor appeared to be a bit heavy and bulky.  
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About the placement of the engine, of course it is easiest to place the engine close to the object 
that is supposed to rotate, in this case the blades. But there are other possibilities, such as a cog 
axis and cogwheel or a flexible axis. The cog axis and cogwheel solution might make a lot of 
noise. A flexible axis could be a smart solution because the motor could be placed where ever it is 
best suitable in each case. According to LG it’s probably cheaper to use a flexible axis. 

At the meeting we also talked about safety. All components must have a secure attachment. LG 
was concerned about using to high rotation speed, if a part wasn’t well secured it could cause a 
lot of damage and injuries. The higher the speed the faster and harder the loose part would fly off. 
A safety factor 1.5 - 2.5 should be used while calculating on ceiling fans. To be able to sell the 
fan on the European and Scandinavian market it has to be marked with CE (European 
Certificate). The certification is received at Statens Provningsanastalt in Borås, Sweden, after a 
security control. LG was also encouraging the team to explore the folder ”Fläktar i teori och 
praktik”. (Reference: Lars G Johansson, interviewed 2007 03 21.) 

The motor 

We were a little skeptic to the big motor that was sent to us from the company and since Lars G 
Johansson shared our opinion a short investigation about smaller and lighter, motor alternatives 
was carried through. To be able to find a suitable motor for this ceiling fan, that could provide the 
same efficiency as the current motor certain technical facts was needed. Technical factors needed 
were; power, torque, revolutions/min. Unfortunately the team was unable to find out these facts. 
The motor donated by Hunter Fans, for research purpose, had no indications of what kind of 
motor it was. Hunter Fan did not encourage the team to use another motor. Part of the assignment 
was to design the ceiling fan with the given motor as a base. The team believed that a smaller 
motor would help a lot not to limit them as much in the design process. Therefore, other retailers 
and companies working with ceiling fans were contacted. The retailers contacted had no 
information about the technical facts and since there are no manufacturers located in Sweden the 
team found that it was really hard to get in contact with the actual manufacturer that had the 
information about the motor (OEM International AB Tranås Emil Börjesson, Texa Design 
Helsingborg, Hornbach chain store, Lamplagret Örebro). 

Wind power   

On Wednesday the 7th of March the team had a 
meeting with a Lecturer in Energy technology, Göran 
Sidén. The objective with this conversation was to 
learn more about how wind power stations works and 
are designed to be able to apply or convert this 
knowledge into a ceiling fan to making it as efficient 
and energy economical as possible.  

During our meeting we learned the following: 

A higher number of blades require a lower speed to 
produce the same output as fewer blades with higher 
speed. More blades also emit less noise from wind. Figure 4.14.. Wind power stations. 
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The bigger the radius of the wind power station, the more power is generated. The power is 
proportional to the square of the radius.  

 To produce a given output the pitch increases (usually between 10-20 degrees) with the reduced 
speed. The blades used for a wind power station are convex. 

Wind power station blades are thin and narrow at the tip to prevent to give rise to whirlwinds and 
do not disturb the natural airflow around the blades. 

To make the ceiling fan as efficient as possible, to circulate or move air, we assume that 
practically we should shape the blades the opposite way from the wind power stations. This 
occurs because the wind power station gets power from the wind unlike from a ceiling fan where 
the blades moves and got the power from a motor (Reference: Göran Sidén, Lecturer in Energy 
technology, interviewed 2007 03 07). 

Lighting 

Light temperature 

The human being needs light, not only to see in the dark, but to feel good. People’s awareness of 
the lights importance has increased. Research and education about light and the lights effects 
have become popular. This is something that the Ljushögskola in Jönköping has understood and 
has therefore started a two year long education in the subject. One of the researchers at Jönköping 
University is Monica Säter, her studies shows that the human being needs light to feel good. 
Artificial light can never replace natural day light. This is one of the conclusions she has made 
from her experiencing with light. She has been putting different lighting in different rooms and 
then taking hormone tests on the test people placed in the rooms, to see how the light affects the 
human body. 

A number of factors are needed to take under consideration when designing a light source in a 
home environment; the user’s needs, what atmosphere or mood that is wanted in the room, 
flexibility for different occasions, the light quality etc. In a private home the lights source life 
span might not be as important as in a public environment. When deciding on a light source 
another important factor is what light temperature that is wanted in the room. The lights 
temperature is measured in Kelvin degrees. A normal light bulb, that provides a slightly yellow 
light, is on 2800 Kelvin degrees. The higher the Kelvin degrees gets, the colder the light 
temperature gets, the light of a cold winter day is translated to about 6000 Kelvin degrees. 
(Reference; Johan Röklander, interviewed 2007 05 08) 

Small light sources 

In the final solutions the light source had to fit in a really limited space. The team investigated 
different small light sources. 
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Figure 4.15. LEDs 

 
Light emitting diodes 

LED is the shortening for Light Emitting Diodes. These diodes have 
been available for 30 years, but it is the last couple of years that they 
have been more commonly used in everyday lighting. LED 
technology offers a broad platform for new lighting concepts, adds 
eye-catching accents to product, interior and furniture design. LED-
lights have a long life span, about 50 000 hours, which is the same as 
4 hours light time every day in 35 years. With the right optics the 
diodes can provide a light intensity of 100 Lux on a distance of 25 
meters. LEDs are a bit expensive, but the energy savings they provide 
bring back those extra costs within 3 years with a energy 
consumption of 0,4-0,6 W. The latest LED’s on the market do not get warmer than 38 degrees 
Celcius, because of this no limits is needed for how close to fire dangerous material the diodes 
can be placed. (Reference: Johan Brokmark, Hettich International) 

Technical brief:  

extremely long life of up to 100 000 hours  

very low heat build-up  

no minimum distance from combustible materials  

extremely low energy consumption  

high luminous efficiency in a minimum of space  

no IR/UV radiation  

powered by safety extra-low voltage  

different light colours  

easy to install 

 

Different light temperatures can be created with LEDs. They can be 
doped/manipulated (RGB) into providing a desired temperature, today 
this process is expensive. The light intensity is measured in Lux. The 
number of diodes used and the effect of these diodes decides what light 
intensity the light source will provide. The higher effect each diode has 
the stronger the actual light from the diode is. If a weaker diode is used, 
more diodes needs to be used to create the same light intensity compared 
to if diodes with an higher effect was used. When using diodes with a 
high light intensity and effect some kind of cool down system needs to 
be used, since the diode gets really hot. LEDs light can be directed with 
certain lens systems, this provides a lot of possibilities. A downside with 
the LED’s is that the light they are creating can appear a bit artificial, but 
it is all about taste and liking. Today, high quality LEDs are still quite 
expensive. 

 

Figure 4.16. LEDs in 
everyday lighting 

source: http://www.hettich.com/ 
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When working with LEDs it is really important to research the diodes that you want to use 
thorouly.  A lot of the time the salesmen selling the diodes do not really now that much about the 
specific product. It is important to do as much research as possible about the diodes you want to 
use; compare the same type of diode from different brands, compare same type of diodes from the 
same brand manufactured in different “tryckningar”, they can differ a lot.  

Tack halogen 

Halogen pins are another option when looking for a small light source. This is what is used in a 
normal flash light. The halogen pins can provide a nicer atmosphere than the other options and 
they are cheaper, but they have a shorter lifetime, not as good operation economics and they get 
hotter than the other options. 

Metal halogen 

Metal halogen is a really energy saving solution that only uses 20 W. The metal halogen provides 
a clear, bright light. The light can appear a bit cold. Unfortunately it is not possible to integrate a 
dim function with this light source. 

Fibre optics 

With this solution a lot of creative installations can be created. They fibre optics are really small 
and can save a lot of space. Unfortunately, it is really hard to get a good everyday light from fibre 
optics. (Reference; Johan Röklander interviewed 2007 05 08) 

4.3 Concepts & Visualization 

4.3.1 Brainstorming/idea generation 

At this point the students had enough information that could serve as the basis for the ideation 
part. The survey results inspired us to a way of working with the ceiling fan. We decided to make 
the main focus the light function of the ceiling fan. Therefore we put a lot of energy in to this 
trying to take as much focus as possible away from the blades. The final ceiling fan should 
provide the user with a comfortable light that is easily adjusted after the users own desires and 
demands.  

To not limit ourselves in this early stage and to initially be able to come up with the most 
innovative ideas we thought about the problem as: how to circulate air in a room. The 
brainstorming resulted in a huge amount of ideas; every one of them more or less realistic. When 
having a great amount of ideas it was time for an extensive evaluation to narrow the ideas down 
to an easy handy number of ideas. 
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Figure 4.16. Ideation sketches. 

 

 

4.4 Evaluation & Concept selection 

The first evaluation was made with the analysis and research part (with the Function analysis as a 
base) as a check list. After that the team tried to group the ideas and form a number of concepts. 
With a lot of discussion we ended up having 16 concepts that we saw some kind of potential in. 
Every single concept turned out to contain one to five ideas or variations. From the 16 groups we 
moved on discussing and choosing one idea from each concept that we liked the most and made a 
presentation sketch of each one of them. These 16 concepts were the first round of ideas that we 
sent over to Hunter Fan for evaluation and feedback. 

 
16 concepts  
 
Symbol explinations: 
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Figure 4.18. Concepts 1-3 
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 Figure 4.19. Concepts 4-6 
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Figure 4.20. Concepts 7-9 
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Figure 4.21. Concepts 10-12 
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Figure 4.22. Concepts 13-15 
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 Figure 4.23. Concept 16 and finish & color choises. 
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During the time the concepts were under consideration at the company we had time to designate 
our own favorites and prepared a more or less serious ranking. Hunter Fan got back to us with 
feedback and reflections (Appendix 11). They appointed eight concepts (2, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 
15) they wanted us to work further with. 

We had five favorites in common and those were the ones that we decided to go on with and 
refine further.  

 4.5 Refining & Realization 

4.5.1 Discussion, mock-ups and small models 

The refining of the remaining five concepts was done primary with different discussions around 
our visual models and mock-ups (Appendix 12). The team found that one of the concepts was 
way too big when making a quick mock-up in real size and it was impossible to do it any smaller 
and be able to keep its characteristics. After these discussions we were down to four concepts. We 
were prepared for long discussions and further refining to come to a final result. But suddenly, 
during a very rewarding discussion with our supervisor, Hans Skillius, and Lance G Rake from 
the University of Kansas, we came to a point when the choice of how our final design should be 
designed felt obvious and natural. At this time we felt it was unnecessary to continue working on 
other concepts. The final concept was a compact, simple and innovative ceiling fan with a real 
Scandinavian feel to its appearance.
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5 Result 

Our final concept is strongly inspired by Scandinavian minimalism and innovation and turned out 
to be a simplistic, minimalistic and smart solution to the problems that were set up in the initial 
phase of the project. The final concept lives up to the guideline documents; technical 
specification, functional analysis, image boards etc. It also makes sense according to the survey 
outcome, our discussions with our supervisor and our own thoughts and desires of the perfect 
ceiling fan for the Scandinavian market of today. 

5.1 Final concept 

 
 
5.1.1 Fan body 

The three target groups have different needs and demands. To meet these demands and satisfy the 
users we have decided to use the same design for all three groups then vary the look and feel of 
the fan through using different colors and finishes. The ceiling fan cover is made in steel/sheet 
metal. The fan comes in both brushed metal and shiny enamel painted. The fan with the brushed 
metal look needs to be made from stainless sheet metal which is more expensive but no paint 
costs need to be covered. The painted ceiling fan is made from ordinary sheet metal which is 
cheaper and is fully possible due to the paint which protects the surface. It comes in three 
different colors; white, black and red. The shiny paint gives the fan a sleek and modern look. 

 

      

 

S 0500 – N                     S 1085 – Y90R              S 9000 - N  

Figure 5.1.Final Concept 

Figure 5.2. Finish & color choices 
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Figure 5.3. Example of light shade material. 

5.1.2 Light fixture 

James Burns, Hunter Fan: I was surprised when the light kit on your fan was so much larger than 
the fan housing but I understood the concept of making this a light fixture and not as much of a 
fan. Overall I felt this was a well proportioned design. The fan itself is quite contemporary and 
has a lot of character. 
 
We decided to give the light kit the most attention in this design, mainly to lead attention from 
other less aesthetic and disturbing components. The light disc partly got its big diameter to hide 
the motor case as much as possible but still keep its light and airy appearance. The small height is 
a great factor for the possibility of keeping this airy expression. The wide light disc also got its 
diameter size for a couple of other reasons; to take as much attention as possible from the blades 
and to hide the part of the blade that is closest to the rotation axle but still keep as much of the 
blade outside the light disc to be able to keep the efficiency of the fan. According to our contact 
persons at the company the blades doesn’t move that much air this close to the center, they 
verified that the decision doesn’t affects the efficiency of moving the air in a negative way. 

The light source will be covered by a matte white plastic shade, probably manufactured in some 
kind of PVC. We are aware of the importance to be conscious of what kind of light to use in a 
room to give a harmonious and comfortable atmosphere and light temperature. We believe that 
the plastic shade that we decided to use will spread the light from the LED’s nicely and give a 
comfortable and harmonious light and temperature in the room. The final design will provide the 
user with a comfortable light that is easy adjusted with a dimmer after the users own desires and 
demands that could change from one moment to another.  

 

 

 

 
 

 
5.1.3 Blades 

Our main focus and goal are to hide and take as much focus away from the blades as possible. We 
have done this through using our initial idea of a transparent material for the blades, probably 
polycarbonat or polymetylmetacrylat (plexi). The blades are very simple to produce since they 
just needs to be cut out from a flat piece of material and doesn’t need a pitch added to them. We 
solved the problem with attaching the blades in the most efficient angle, 15 degrees, straight onto 
the motor case. We find the blade solution smart, cheap and it is providing a more environmental 
friendly production. 

The blades should be able to rotate with three different speeds and the rotating direction should be 
able to change. To be able to change the rotating direction makes it possible for the fan to be used 
both in the summer time, to cool down the room, and in the winter time, to distribute an even 
warmth in the room. 
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Figure 5.4. Blade attachment. 

The security of a ceiling fan is a big aspect that has to be carefully considered and highly 
respected. The trust and faith in the ceiling fan is an important issue for the Hunter Fan customer. 
The turning parts reach a very high speed and can be very dangerous if they would fly off. For 
this reason the blades  are attached to the rotating blade fixture with screws in a secure and strong 
manner so that the risk of the blades to fly off, when the fan is running, is minimized. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To fulfill the desire of making the blades appear invisible, the natural choice for the blades will be 
a clear/transparent blade. We also want to give the customer the opportunity to customize their 
own fan. Therefore the blades color will be decided by the customer him/herself. The options we 
thought are suitable and will go well together with the finishes of the fan body are; 
clear/transparent, transparent with a red tone and smoked transparent. We are using the red toned 
and smoked transparent blades to tie the blades together with the red and the black fan bodies, to 
provide a more unified design. The transparent blades take no extra attention from the rest of the 
design and at the same time they give the fan an airy and light impression. The blades also come 
in the bright wooden material ash (fraxinus excelsior) for people who leaning more towards 
traditional style in their home and want to make a conventional and safe choice. 

 

 

Since many Scandinavians are very conscious of their style and interested in home improvement 
we think that it’s a good idea that every purchaser got to choose how to combine the body color 
of the fan with matching blades to best fit their home interior and to get the desired feel to it. This 
will be an important service for the demanding and aware modern customer. 

Figure 5.5.Blade materials. 
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5.1.4 Rod/Attachment to ceiling 

The rod, from the ceiling down to the body of the fan, should be adjustable in length or available 
to buy in different lengths, to make it possible to customize it perfectly to the users ceiling. In 
Scandinavia it is also common with a sloping ceiling on the top floor of a house; therefore the 
adjustable function is a simple and smart solution which is invaluable in this kind of placement. 

 

5.1.5 Motor 

The original motor was a requirement to keep. It is pretty large and bulky and is not visually 
cooperating with the characteristics of Scandinavian design. Therefore we made the motor case as 
compact as possible, 1.5 cm gap all around motor, without intervene with safety and placed it as 
close as possible to the big diameter light disc to hide it even more. According to Lars G 
Johansson a gap of 1.5 cm is what is needed between motor and its cover to prevent overheating. 

5.1.6 Added inspiration features 

Control systems 

Today Scandinavians use a lot of different approaches for controlling functions in our homes and 
this trend is growing. Therefore the fan and the light should be controlled as easy as possible to fit 
the modern Scandinavian user’s needs and lifestyles. We are thinking that a simple and smart 
(functions) switch on the wall and an optional remote control are good solutions. Both should 
have the same design language as the ceiling fan and be available in the same colors/finishes as 
the ceiling fan to strengthen the total experience and visual effect. 

Switch/control  

The switch/control on the wall is designed to match the ceiling fan to improve the overall 
experience of the fan. The survey proved that Scandinavians use the light all year and usually the 
fan during the hot summer days or to spread the warmth, usually from a fireplace, in the winter. 
We believe that it could be a good idea that the click wheel (button - on/off, wheel - dimmer) for 
the light is the most visible part. When the light is off the button is glowing so it is easy to find 

Figure 5.6.Different rod lenghts. 
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Figure 5.7. Fan/light switch. 

Figure 5.8. Inspiration picture. 

and it is also nice since it clearly reminds of the ceiling fan light disc; a nice association. The 
small, almost invisible, button is for the fan function, maybe with a little symbol to make the 
function more understandable. 
Click once for turn the fan on 
and continue to click for turning 
the speed up (three speed levels). 
The fourth “click” turns the fan 
off. Some kind of feedback from 
the current speed would be nice. 
Further research of the light 
switch needs to be done to make 
the switch as user friendly as 
possible and make it a successful 
part of the entire ceiling fan 
concept and ceiling fan experience. 

Remote control 

The remote control for the fan should have 
the same design language as the fan. That 
means mainly that it should be as simple as 
possible. One button and/or a click wheel 
can, as known, control several functions such 
as put on/off the fan and light as well as 
changing the speed of the fan and dimmer the 
light. We are thinking that those kinds of 
solutions are good and work well for the 
Scandinavian market. We think that Apples 
new remote control and iPods are great 
examples, so are also Bang & Olufsens 
simple and very professional looking 
details (see. Fig.5.8.). The material 
would probably be plastic or aluminum.  

Logotype 

The logotype will be placed on the motor top cover above the 
blades. It should be influenced by Scandinavian design and be 
designed in a really minimalistic and simplistic way. The 
logotype will probably be either embossed or stamped. The 
Hunter logotype is one of Hunter’s trademarks in the United 
States so it would be a huge decision to change the logotype and 
it would need thorough research. But since Hunter doesn’t really 
have an established clientele in Scandinavia we have a vision that 
this could be a perfect opportunity for Hunter to create a special 
logotype for the Scandinavian market. A special logotype for 
Hunter Fan on the Scandinavian market makes sense.  

 Figure 5.9. Logotype 
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5.1.7 Components  
Finally, we got done with the structure of the fan. Below you can see the exploded view of our 
ceiling fan. The different parts are marked out, so are the materials for each part (Appendix 13 a-
i). 

 

Assembly process 

The attachment is attached in the ceiling. The attachment cover, the motor rod cover and the 
motor top cover are pulled on the upper part of the motor rod. After this the motor rod is fixated 
to the attachment in the ceiling. The covers are put in to place, fasten with a click’n’lock function. 
The blades are stucked in to the rotating blade fixture and fixated with screws. The rotating blade 
fixture with the attached blades are screwed with screws on to the motor shell (the turning part of 
the motor). The light cover is pulled on to the LED attachment which is screwed on to the lower 
part of the motor rod. The LED layer is joined to the LED attachment. Finally the flexible light 
shade is put in to place inside the light cover. 

Figure 5.10.Fan assembly and materials. 
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Manufacturing costs 

The manufacturing cost ended up being 570 kronor (82$) which would place the retail cost 
around 2300 kronors (328$). The prize to the costumer is normally around three times the 
manufacturing cost.  

The most alarming news what that the LED light kit will cost 630 kronor (90$) at retail which 
affects the prize to costumer pretty much. This is what James Burnes at the company said about 
the situation (we comment this in “Reflections”): 
 
Once this technology is used more openly the cost will come down and be more affordable. At this 
time if you want usable light (enough to read by) an LED light kit will cost about $90usd at retail. 
We would not sell many of these lights if we put them on ceiling fans. This price could work in the 
showroom line but would still be challenging. 
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5.1.8 Final ceiling fan in environment 

To be sure that our final design worked well without target groups we placed rendered fans in the 
environment of a room that was representing each style. The assumed options of the ceiling fan 
(for each home owner) were picked to best serve the style. This was made in a really time saving 
and simple way and wasn’t done to give an extremely realistic (height, proportions etc) picture of 
the actual result. Although we think the meaning with these pictures greatly fulfilled its purpose 
(Appendix 14 a-d). 

Figure 5.11 .Presentaion renderings. 
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6 Reflections 

6.1 Project reflections 

Start/Task 

How can a product, placed in the ceiling with turning blades, be strongly attractive both in 
function and aesthetics? Besides it has to go well with the characteristics of Scandinavian design 
language and be well received by the highly aware Scandinavian user, along with its demanding 
lifestyle. 

The problem that we were about to solve was complex in an inspiring and challenging way, due 
to the current situation in Scandinavia. Very few people in Scandinavia own or have any 
experience at all of a ceiling fan. The whole fan concept feels more or less outmoded in 
Scandinavia. We felt it like a mission to develop a product with the function of a ceiling fan that 
has a potential to be a natural part of Scandinavian interior culture. During our stay in the United 
States we got a lot of valuable insights and experience about ceiling fans, the use of them and 
their role in the American everyday life, this were really helpful in order to solve the assigned 
problem. 

We adapted our tailor made design process for this specific assignment. The process includes 
almost the same steps as both Ullman and SVID; we adapted the names of the steps to the content 
in each step. We believe that for each design problem you need to customize the design process to 
achieve the best result, for this project our design process has worked out just great. 

To reformulate the problem as; how to circulate the air in a room, we now believe, when the 
concept is done, was a winning concept. Of course it is hard to know if the result would have 
been any less pleasing if we had not used this wide definition in the initial stage of the project. 
We assumed and truly believe that the reformulation brought the final concept a bit further and a 
lot closer to our original vision.  

Analysis & Research 

The analysis and research was a big part of the project and was carried through in a very thorough 
manner in order to serve as a helpful and trustworthy guide during the work. We could lean back 
on the systematic research when needed throughout the project, a steady ground when walking on 
the rocky road towards the final result. 

The benchmarking was a little bit surprising to us. We found the situation a bit alarming since 
there are a huge amount of ceiling fans that have the original style to it (often a number of dark 
wooden blades and a light fixture with arms or as a light shade). There are some fans though, that 
are a lot more developed toward a simple and modern look. Modern Fan and Minka seemed to 
have the most of these fans within their product range.  

We hope that we have inspired Hunter Fan to develop and focus more towards the modern and 
minimalistic style; if they do we believe that the market shares on the European market will 
increase automatically. Additionally, we can suspect that the use of ceiling fans would increase 
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even up in the north, due to the pressing climate change that is of great importance and that is top 
news in media all around the world at the moment. 

The ceiling fan that was sent over to us from the company to disassemble brought a valuable 
understanding for the components, functions and construction. This research was especially 
important to get an understanding for the parts that are not visible. 

The trend investigation at the Stockholm Furniture Fair worked as a great inspiration and a 
trustworthy source. The companies that were a part of the exhibition are well known for their 
eminent sense of creating trends all around the globe. The significant trends and design languages 
presented at the fair we decided to present with an image board of trends. We also talked to an 
architect, Arne Hansson at Arket Architects, Halmstad, who said that the furniture fair was the 
place to be when looking for coming trends of 2007. We found it hard to find good and 
trustworthy information online so afterwards we were really happy about our visit to the high end 
furniture fair. The timing was perfect and it was an inspiriting trip in many ways to the capital of 
Sweden. 

Regarding our core values we developed them further to secure the specific meaning of each one 
of them and to make sure that all people involved got to have the same view of the actual 
meaning of the core values. 

The dividing of the targets groups was made with interior style as the dividing factor. We believe 
that interior style goes along with the personal style in general and not with for example the 
profession, sex, marital status, education etc. therefore we think that it was an appropriate 
dividing. Typical personas and exterior living was added both for deeper understanding within the 
design team but also for Hunter, that are of another culture to make it even more clear what 
distinguishes Scandinavian design, citizens, lifestyle and landscape. 

Image boards, our most loved tool when working with styles, directions and other abstract targets, 
was used a lot of times and helped holding us on track and working in a desired direction, 
throughout the process. Scandinavian design can be really hard to explain. We would like to 
mention an example of this. One of our American design professors who has travelled a lot to 
Scandinavia, and even lived here, explained his experience of Scandinavian design and that he 
always had a problem to pin point what it really is. He could easily point out some overall things 
in Scandinavian design, but he found it really hard specify it. When he saw the image board of 
Scandinavian design and homes that we made, he said: “-That’s what it is!” The thing he couldn’t 
explain before was in those boards. He could see that it was all expressing Scandinavian design 
but he couldn’t really point out what made it do.  

The result from the survey wasn’t really that surprising to any of the team members. 
Scandinavians like things simple. Unnecessary adorns and decorations don’t really belong in the 
Scandinavian style. To some it might sound a bit boring with all the functional stuff going on up 
here in the north. A product is designed to fill a customer’s need, demand and desires. Good 
product design is never designed just for the sake of designing; it’s designed for a certain need 
(Ullman, 2001). People here have learned to appreciate good and functional quality and see 
beauty in the really simplistic and minimalistic Scandinavian design. The design is greatly 
inspired by the ease of Scandinavian nature and landscape, the old mountains, the lakes and the 
ocean.  
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Evaluation & concept selection 

The fact that this project is on a conceptual level and often came to involve aesthetically aspects 
as well we found it almost impossible to use established matrixes and methods for evaluating and 
narrowing down our concepts. The concept contains a lot of different material choices, finishes, 
designs that are optional and hard to evaluate. Therefore discussion within the team, supervisor, 
advisers, other students and the company served as evaluation method and worked out great. 
During the design process discussions and conversations has also been done with, Erica Ivegren 
and Karin Gustafsson, two students who also perform a design project with the company. 

Refining and Realization 

Some simple mock-ups and models were built. When an idea or a concept goes from being 
scratched down on paper to take form in a three dimensional way, you get surprised a lot of the 
times. Mock-ups are a great and invaluable tool to quickly get a feeling of the real three 
dimensional object, its size and proportions. The small models that we built of the five concepts 
were very helpful. Building small models is a really simple, fun, time saving and material saving 
method to get a three dimensional feeling, to really fit in the proportions and experience with 
construction and functionality issues. 

Final concept 

When reflecting over the ideas and concepts that we came up with during the process we found it 
interesting that every single one of them took us one step closer to the final idea of making the 
ceiling fan as compact as possible. We had to go through the whole process before we came to a 
point when we thought that the best line of attack the problem was to design the ceiling fan as 
compact and slimmed down as possible and still meet the technical aspects. The problem then 
was to make this work concerning functions and aesthetics. We think that our final maximum 
slimmed down design reflects and express the same style and feeling that we aimed for in our 
image board for Scandinavian design. 

The light source that we choose for our final design feels like a new and up to date solution. The 
light emitting diodes has a really long lifetime and never has to be changed, which satisfies the 
environmental friendly thinking we are striving for throughout our design. If Hunter adopts the 
light source as a natural choice in their designs it would be a step on the never ending strove with 
technical innovation as a core value. We believe the new kind of light source would be a benefit 
in the competition with other companies and serve as a marketing argument. 

The colors and materials that we picked to our final design felt obvious since we are developing a 
modern ceiling fan. The options make it possible for both trend “slaves” and more ordinary and 
“traditional” people to get their own favorite ceiling fan for their home.  

The transparent blades are an initial idea that felt natural and obvious from the beginning, unlike 
the final idea with making the fan compact, since we tried to take focus from the blades in the 
design. We are happy with the solution that the blades are manufactured from a flat piece of 
material that is a benefit when looking at the production. We also put a radius to the outer edge to 
hold the design together (Appendix 12 g). 
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From the survey we found out that most people would prefer a remote control for their ceiling 
fan. Unfortunately we did not have time to work through how the remote control would work, its 
interface and menu. It was unfortunate because it would have been really interesting to carry out 
usability studies and design a remote control that has the same design language as the ceiling fan 
and is user friendly. It would also have made the whole concept a lot more trustworthy. 

We feel the same way about the logotype as the remote control. Due to time we have not explored 
the logo further, done the research needed and investigated different options. We would really 
have liked to and it might have been inspiring to Hunter Fan to get a Scandinavian insight on a 
logotype. It can be discussed if it is a good idea for Hunter Fan to change their logotype at all, 
there logo are already one of their trademarks in America, so it can be risky to mess with it, but at 
the same time it could also be a turning point that could open up a lot more opportunities for the 
company. They might even reach a new target group. To change the logotype Hunter would have 
to do a lot of logo research. Our idea is to introduce a new logo when they start marketing 
themselves for real in Scandinavia. We are also hoping that our viewpoint will awaken their 
curiosity and inspire Hunter Fan to explore their existing logotype further. 

Hunter thought that the ceiling fan’s prize to costumer is too high, mostly because of the LED 
light fixture. We, on the other hand, believe that the light fixture would be the best selling 
argument for the target group they claim for; financial secure home owners who enjoys home 
improvement. We also believe that the retail prize make sense to reach this target group. A too 
low prize would not express or promise a high end quality product. Especially in Scandinavia 
those people are more than willing to pay for this extra innovative and quality that this light 
source will bring. Additionally, one of Hunter’s core values is technological innovation, why 
strive against their core?  

Concerning environmental awareness most manufacturing factors are out of our control, since 
Hunter Fans manufacturing is placed in China. The things we have been able to do in this matter, 
is to design a ceiling fan containing as few components as possible. According to Ullman it’s 
important to be able to easy separate the different material in a design to reuse or recycle these. 
To our knowledge this is fully possible in our design, since the parts that are made in different 
materials easily can be picked apart. In Hunter Fans current products the electronics are attached 
with screws and can therefore be easily detached, we are assuming that Hunter will use the same 
solution in our design. Our wish is that the ceiling fan should be painted with the most 
environmental friendly paint available, but again, we could never guarantee such a thing. 

The final phase of the design process, follow up and evaluation, takes place after the product is 
put into production. Therefore this phase won’t be carried through in this project. 
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6 Critical discussion 

Due to the geographical distance between the design team and the company the communication 
had to be done through e-mail. Over all it has worked out just fine, sometimes it gave rise to 
smaller misunderstandings and the time difference sometimes played a trick on us. The 
communication was sometimes insufficient which for example delayed the start up phase of the 
prototype manufacturing in China by two weeks.  
 
The company mentioned some restrictions at the start of the project, but did not provide us with a 
complete technical specification. So we had to establish it ourselves, since we do not have any 
previous experience of working with ceiling fans, it was hard to consider all aspects that should 
be included.  
 
According to our Gantt schedule we are sticking with the original plan and making the deadlines. 
We added extra time for the prototypes to be built because Hunter Fan made us aware of time 
demanding prototype manufacturing in China from the start. We sent the prototype information 
needed to manufacture the prototype in time, but Hunter Fan delayed the manufacturing process 
with two weeks even before the information was receive in China. This was time that we could 
not afford to lose, which forced us to look for an alternative prototype company in Halmstad. 
Unfortunately Hunter Fan was unwilling to pay for the prototypes being made in Sweden, at this 
time they believe that they will make the due date with the prototypes made in China, although 
they will probably be non-functional. Due to the unsecure situation we are risking to not have the 
final prototype in time for the final exhibition. This might end with us building the prototype 
ourselves, unfortunately this is not an element that we have considered into our initial time plan.  
 
The existing motor was a big limitation; a lot of our original ideas were rejected because there 
was no way to integrate the motor into them. It was too big. It is really hard to tell how our result 
would have turned out if it wasn’t for the motor. Several attempts to find a alternative motor was 
made, but since Hunter Fan was really determined to used the existing motor and unwilling to 
provide us with the information needed to find a smaller, but still as efficient, motor we found 
ourselves in a dead end. We made the decision to stick with the existing motor to be able to 
continue our work without wasting any more time on nothing. But we made sure to point out to 
Hunter Fan that a smaller motor might contribute to more innovative solutions that would work 
really successful on the Scandinavian market. 

Another factor that made us reject a lot of ideas was the 12-15 degree pitch that is needed to 
achieve the most efficient air circulation. We also came up with a lot of ideas with vertical blades 
that were ejected as well due to their unsatisfying way of circulate the air. 

During our design process a lot of our facts are based on information from Hunter Fan. It might 
seem like we should have double checked this information with other manufacturers, but at the 
same time if the concept is put into production it will be put into Hunter Fan production. 
Therefore we have considered using their information as facts to save time. 

During the brainstorming process it can be good to include participants from outside the project 
team. This got lost in the creative process and was an unnecessary neglect from our side. 

Since the ceiling fan is developed to the Scandinavian market, the survey should have been done 
with people from all countries in Scandinavia. Our survey was spread with e-mail to people that 
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we know; only Swedish people and mostly from the southern part of the country. Not all of them 
within the frames of our target groups (ex. people who are financially secure and interested in 
home improvement). Of course we can criticize the trustworthiness of the outcome. Although we 
would like to believe that Swedish people are well suited for those kind of survey since we are 
very aware of our style and that Swedish design and products are well known all around the 
globe. From the beginning the market was set to the European but we are glad that it was 
narrowed down to the Scandinavian. Although we think that the result would have been the same 
if the market initially was set to the Swedish market, it is after all possible to afterwards adapt the 
ceiling fan to other markets all around the world. 

We made an interview with Göran Siden, professor in energy technology, at Halmstad University. 
Göran has a lot of knowledge about wind power, but as he mention during the interview, there are 
a big difference between a wind power station and a ceiling fan. He could only assume that the 
two work inversely and that the wind power theory could be used on a ceiling fan as well. So we 
are not sure how much we can trust and integrate the knowledge achieved from the interview into 
our solution. 

Once we decided the final design, we figured out that the light source would have a really small 
space. We want to use LEDs in our final solution, but after researching different light options we 
are no longer sure that the LED solution is the most appropriate. Due to time we have not had the 
opportunity to decide on a final working light source. Lighting is a big area and when using a new 
light technology we believe that Hunter Fan will need to contact an expert on the subject. Still we 
wanted to show Hunter Fan that using a different light source can be a successful addition to their 
collection, especially since one of their original core values are technical innovation. 

In safety issues we have not had any possibilities to test our concept. Throughout the construction 
we have used a common engineering sense. But we have not been able to test the actual 
prototype, lot of companies are using the trial-and-error method in situations like this, since the 
prototype won’t be done long before the exhibition there will be no time for perform any tests. 
This project is also supposed to be on a conceptual level, therefore we believe that it is up to 
Hunter Fan to perform tests and make the concept ready for production
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Appendix 1 – Technical specification 
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Appendix 2 – Functional analysis 

 

Funktionsanalys ceiling fan 

 

Funktionsområde: management/base functions 

permit  air circulation  MF 

permit  space   N for engine etc 

offer  hanging  N in ceiling for example 

permit  assemble  D 

easier  assemble  D 

minimize discomfort  D 

prevent get caught  D 

own  strength  D 

own  usability  D 

own  estetics  D 

permit  cleaning  N 

easier  cleaning  D 

permit  one hand use D 

central centre of gravity D 

maximize air circulation  D 

effective air circulation  D 

minimize space   D in the room 

permit  on/off   N 
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permit  speeds  D a variety of speeds 

express function  D 

express quality   D 

express simplicity  D 

express Scandinavian designD 

express functionality  D 

express Hunter  D  

express trust   D 

offer  lighting  D 

offer  individuality  D 

offer  energy source D 

grow old beautiful  D 

achieve lifetime  D of product 

minimize number of parts D 

minimize weight   D 

 

MF = main function, N = necessary, D = desirable, U = unnecessary 

 

Function Area: ergonomics 

own  kroppsanpassning N 

maximize kroppsanpassning D 

permit  individual adaption  D target groups etc. 

minimize load   D on the human body 

 

MF = main function, N = necessary, D = desirable, U = unnecessary 
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Function Area: safety 

avoid  load injury  D 

avoid  be pinched  D 

avoid  be pricked  D 

prevent cut injury  D 

prevent allergy   D 

resist  temperature  N extreme warmth/cold 

maximize durability  D 

prevent get caught  D 

endure tough handling D 

avoid  loose parts  D 

 

MF = main function, N = necessary, D = desirable, U = unnecessary 

 

Function Area: production 

maximize production friendly D 

use of  production device D 

permit  stand. machine use D 

easier  material work  D 

easier  repairs  D 

use of  semi-manufacturing D 

use of  standard componentsD 

use of  standard machines D 

easier  crafts   D 
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maximize working happiness D 

minimize monotony  D 

minimize work operations D 

maximize nice work environm. D 

vary  work tasks  D 

minimize load on body  D one-sided 

minimize time   D of production 

minimize injury   D the risks 

minimize craft tasks  D 

easier  production  D in series 

minimize spillage  D material 

use of  spillmaterial  D 

permit  variations  D different models 

permit  packing  N 

easier  packing  D 

permit  storage  N 

easier  starage  D 

easier  transports  D internt & vid lev. 

minimize weight   D  

 

MF = main function, N = necessary, D = desirable, U = unnecessary 

 

 

Function Area: construktion 
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allow   production  N 

permit   assembly  N 

maximize  use of components D 

endure  wear   D 

maximize   durability  D 

maximize   material firmness D 

resist   corrosion  D 

prevent  “wrong” color  D 

prevent  smear of color D 

maximize  use of material D 

maximize  stability  D 

maximize  usability  D 

maximize  envirom. awareness D 

maximize  movability  D 

own   obviousness  D 

offer   adaption  D to engine 

offer   fasten abilities D 

offer   ability to vary  D 

endure  climate changes D 

endure  enviroment  D 

easier   reparations  D 

minimize  weight   D 

prevent  getting caught D 
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MF = main function, N = necessary, D = desirable, U = unnecessary 

 

Function Area: marketing  

increase  sales volume  D 

appeal to  target group  D 

offer   target group fit D 

express  worth its price D 

use   sales chanels D 

create   market  D new 

create   demand  D 

create   interest  D 

express  quality   D 

express  simplicity  D 

own   photogenuicity D 

emphasize  company image D 

express  versatility  D the product 

create   confidence  D 

start   trend   D like; “kånken” 

increase  desire to buy  D 

create   brand awareness D hunter 

create   “new” value  D  

start   cult   D 

spread  knowledge  D from one person to person 

mark   identity  D 
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follow   tradition  D scandinavian 

break   tradition  D in the assortment 

express  tradition  D scandinavian 

express  fashion  D 

create   value   D 

express  distinctive character D 

create   family of products D   

prevent  “one day wonder” D 

infuse   safety   D 

create   mystic   D 

express  origin   D scandinavian 

stress   competitors  D 

own   product name D   

show   product name D 

explain   qualities as: 

own   usefulness  D  

own   obviousness  D  

bring out  materials  D 

bring out  strength  D  

tolerate  enviroment  D 

resist   dirt   D 

age   beautiful  D 

renew   mounting  D 

minimize  allergy risks  D 
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maximize  simplicity  D for user 

simplify  storage  D for user 

make easy  export   D 

own   photogenicity  D 

optimize  lifetime  D 

own   standard adjustment D to hunter´s boxes 

easier   transportation D 

easier   storage  D 

state   manufacture  D 

state   manufacture contry D 

state   designer  D 

state   ”mönsterskydd” D patent 

 

MF = main function, N = necessary, D = desirable, U = unnecessary 
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Appen
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Appendix 4 – Hunters’ product range 
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Appendix 5 – Benchmarking 
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Appendix 6 – Hunters’ position on the market  

today 

future 
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Appendix 7 – Survey questions, ceiling fan owners 

 

Intervju med takfläktsägare 

 

Vi är väldigt tacksamma om du/ni tog er tid att svara utförligt på följande frågor. Maila 
tillbaka svaren så fort som möjligt, dock senast ? mars för att vi ska hinna använda svaren 
till vår undersökning. Tack! 

 

1. Varför köpte du fläkten? 
 

2. Hur väl anser du att den fyller sin funktion? 
 

3. Har din fläkt en integrerad lampa? 
 

4. Hur ofta använder du din fläkt idag? (som lampa resp. fläktfunktion) 
 

5. Vad är bra respektive dåligt med din nuvarande takfläkt? Förklara. 
 

6. Hur skulle du vilja att din framtida fläkt var? För klara efter din vision. 
 

7. Är varumärket viktigt för dig? Om ja, hur väljer du  varumärke? 
 

8. Är ”stilen” viktig för dig? Om ja, vilken typ av st il vill du ha? 
 

9. Vilka egenskaper hos fläkten är viktigast för dig? 
 

10. Vad får en fläkt kosta? 
 

11. Vad skulle få dig att köpa en ny fläkt? 
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Appendix 8 – Survey questions, the public 

 

Marknadsundersökning 

 

Bilder på Hunters och konkurrenters fläktar...  

 

1. Vilken tycker du är ”snyggast”? 
 

2. Vilken skulle du välja till ditt hem? 
 

3. Vilken tycker du ser dyrast/billigast ut? 
 

4. Vad skulle få dig att köpa en fläkt? 
 

5. Hur skulle din ”drömfläkt” vara? 
 

6. Vad kännetecknar skandinavisk design enligt dig? 
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Appendix 9 – Survey, ceiling fans on the market 
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Appendix 10 – Survey, ceiling fans on the market  -  result 
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Appendix 11 – Hunters comments about the 16 concepts 

 

Reflections and comments from Janell Canerday and James Burns, our contacts at Hunter 
Fan, about the 16 concepts that were send to the company in the first round. They were 
narrowing our concepts down by 50%, the concepts that Hunter thought had most potential 
are marked with a star. 

  

1-Blades need pitch.  Extremelytoday long motor sha ft is problematic.   

  

*2-I love the look of this concept, but it is unlik ely to move air.  Maybe there is a way to 
make it move more air by increasing the pitch or th e number of "blades"...  Keep 
exploring; maybe you can find a good solution.  Aga in, check the motor shaft length-- it 
looks rather long in the sketch. 

  

3-Must have pitch to move air. 

  

4-Again, this is a cool idea, but air movement will  be minimal.  Keep exploring if you like. 

  

5-Very expensive to produce, and this configuration  does not move a lot of air. 

  

*6-How do the blades come to rest?  (Minimize noise  and clatter)  I like the look of the fan 
at rest; it is like a nice chandelier.  Again, you must add pitch to the blades to create 
discernible air movement.  Also, think about how th e blades attach to the ring-- how would 
the consumer attach them?  Neat aesthetic. 

  

*7- This could work.  Keep exploring. How will the cover affect the air pushing out?   

  

8-Generally do not like a bare bulb- provides unple asant light.  I like the idea of a clear 
tube, but am worried about connecting the blades to  something hollow.  This might scare 
our safety people :)  . 
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*9- Aesthetically, this design gets a little comple x wherethe blades meet the motor shaft.  
Where is the motor?   Take a look at softening the edges a little and see what else you can 
come up with along these lines.  Does the glass tub e spin as well?  You may need more 
clearance between the glass and the blade edges. 

  

10-Air would probably cavitate on the interior-- no  discernible air flow to the user 

  

*11- Increase the blade pitch.  Think about a light  diffuser or some way to disguise the 
bare bulb.  This is a nice looking concept. 

  

*12- Aesthetically, this may be my favorite concept .  I'm interested to see how it would 
actually look in a room.  In its current configurat ion it would be very expensive.  The air 
may not be pushed down; you probably must increase the pitch to create air movement. 

  

13- Would need more pitch.  Shape is very organic.  Where is motor? 

  

*14- A good look.  Needs more pitch.  Motor will ne ed some kind of ventilation. 

  

*15- Another good look- so are the variations.  Bla des will need pitch.   

  

16-  The blades would need to be more slanted, not straight up and down.  

 

 

(Reference; Mail from James Burns & Janell Canerday, Hunter Fan, 2007.) 
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Appendix 12 – Refining 
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Small models 

Full scale mock-up. 
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Appendix 13 a – Drawing 
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Appendix 13 b – Drawing, over all 
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Appendix 13 c – Drawing, exploded view 
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Appendix 13 d – Drawing, LED light cover 
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Appendix 13 e – Drawing, LED top cover 
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Appendix 13 f – Drawing, blade rotator 
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Appendix 13 g – Drawing, blades 
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Appendix 13 h – Drawing, motor top cover 
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Appendix 13 i – Drawing, attachment to ceiling 
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Appendix 14 a – Rendering, traditional home I 
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Appendix 14 b – Rendering, traditional home II 
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Appendix 14 c – Rendering, luxurious home 
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Appendix 14 d – Rendering, trendy home 

 

 


